Introduction
The differential equation x^ + ax = 0 for |a| = 1 with initial conditions (xo,xi,x' 0 ,x'i) = (1,0,0,1) has the fundamental sequence of solutions (cos t, sin t) for a = 1 and (cosh i, sinh t) for a = -1. These solutions satisfy, in particular, the equalities XQ + i^sgna = 1, xi(i + u) = xi(i)x 0 (u) + x 0 (i)zi(w)-
In this paper we generalize some of results of J. Mikusinski [1] , [2] ; we present some properties of solutions x 0 , x\,..., x n -i °f the equation
satisfying the conditions
where r = ^/Ja| and ¿f is Kronecker's delta.
General solution, sequence of particular solutions, trigonometric identities
The equation (1) has n linearly independent solutions = e°f ci , k = -, 1,..., n -1, at = r(cos bk + i sin bk), nbk = 2kir + arg(-a). Thus the general solution of (1) is an ra-parameter class of functions x*(t) = ^^ZQ CkX%, where Co, Ci,..., C n -\ are arbitrary constants.
Define for (1) the sequence Xo,xi,... ,x"_i of solutions satisfying the conditions (2) . Such a sequence is unique and infinitely differentiable.
From this definitions it follows that (3) x 0 = -£e°* t , x s = -xi, n " a) , s = 0,1,..., n -1, 
®</> = T -Ye rteomhk cos(risin6fc + (p-s)bk). n f-' k=0
Hence, by (2), we get cos ((P ~ s )^k) = n6%. 
Evenness and oddness of the solutions (4)
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Properties of the solutions (4) in the neighbourhood of t = 0
By (2), we can observe that 1. if j € N, then at t = 0; xq has extremum equal to 1 (minimum for a < 0 and maximum for a > 0), x 2 , X4,..., x n -2 have minimum equal to 0 and xi, X3,..., x n -i have an inflexion point, 2. if ^yi G N, then at t = 0 xo has an inflexion point, xi has neither extremum nor an inflexion point, X2,X4,...,x n _i have minimum equal to 0 and X3, X5,..., x"_2 have an inflexion point.
Wronskian for equation (1)
If W(t) denotes the Wronskian of the solutions (4), then H 7 '(<) = 0 and
Ilence we have, for every t G R, the identity
which for n = 2 and |a| = 1 takes the form x § + x\ sgna = 1. For i = 0,l,...,n-lwe differentiate this equation n -s times with respect to t and u and obtain the relations
Functions depending on the sum of arguments
k=0 and respectively. In particular, both these equalities for n = 2, a = -2, s = 0 and ty/2 = q take the form cosh 2q = cosh 2 q + sinh 2 q.
7.
Functions depending on the difference of arguments If f € iV, then (6) and (7) imply
and S n -1
respectively. If we put u = t and s = 0 in (8), (9), then, by (2), we get the equality which, for n = 2 and o = 1, has the form cos 2 t + sin 2 t = 1.
Power series for the solution (4)
The functions (4) satisfy the problem (1), (2), hence their power series expansion is of the form These series are convergent for every t 6 R.
